
Central Tafe Art Gallery Website Re-development Proposal



Hello Central Tafe Art Gallery,

Thankyou for the opportunity to redesign the gallery website. 
I am currenty undertaking my studies in Diploma of Graphic Design and look 
forward to o�ering you with some new fresh ideas on how we can update the 
look of the site.
I aim to retain the white background as requested, but have made some 
changes to the logo and general layout of the site which I feel will o�er an 
improved visitor experience.
I hope you enjoy this proposal and I look forward to our next meeting.

Megan Guise
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An extra feature that the PICA website does not 
employ is a welcome page, which I suggest we include.
These act as a sort of ‘jacket book cover’ to the website 
and it makes a great  introduction to the gallery. 
The user can click the cursor anywhere on this front 
page to take them straight to the homepage. 
The idea is to create interest and curiosity.

The homepage aims to create a user friendly environment. 
I have kept the design simple and easy to read so that the 

user can quickly �nd the information they want. 
The main page image can be changed whenever you like, 

but should feature something special the gallery has to 
o�er its visitors.  
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Your Homepage
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Logo Redesign

Central Tafe Art Gallery

I feel the current logo/header of the gallery does not give a true 
representation of the gallery. The uneasy ochre colouring and 
outdated, small text does not really show the gallery as being a 
place that shows quality work. 

Using the initials from the gallery name, I re-developed a logo that 
gives Central Tafe Gallery its very own identity. 

I kept the red and the blue-grey tones from the current website, 
but excluded the ochre. I feel this colour combination gives a more 

professional feel.

CTAG
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Proposed Site Map

Welcome Page

Home

Forthcoming Events Archive Artist-In-Residence Kids’ Program Contact

The colour and style of this website is out of date and 
everything is aligned to the top left corner. The overall 
page lacks appeal or exitement.
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The colour and style of this website is out of date and 
everything is aligned to the top left corner. The overall 
page lacks appeal or exitement.

There is too much blank space on the left, it confuses the 
user into thinking perhaps some images/information is 

yet to be loaded. Some of the most important links to 
sections of the website are written in tiny writing. This 

does not encourage an easy user experience.

Other Gallery Sites (Examples of Poor Aesthetics)
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As a front page, this website creates great visual interest. 
it showcases something exciting the gallery has on o�er 
and the links are easy to navigate. The colour scheme also 
works (including text the same colour as logo.

Competition- PICA contemporary art gallery in Perth have 
a modern looking webpage that provides a simple 

navigation system and clever use of white space.

Other Gallery Sites (Examples of Better Design)



An extra feature that the PICA website does not 
employ is a welcome page, which I suggest we include.
These act as a sort of ‘jacket book cover’ to the website 
and it makes a great  introduction to the gallery. 
The user can click the cursor anywhere on this front 
page to take them straight to the homepage. 
The idea is to create interest and curiosity.

The homepage aims to create a user friendly environment. 
I have kept the design simple and easy to read so that the 

user can quickly �nd the information they want. 
The main page image can be changed whenever you like, 

but should feature something special the gallery has to 
o�er its visitors.  
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Your Homepage



Forthcoming Events Page
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Each page has its own clear heading, and the whole article including the image should be visual on the screen. A scroll bar is included incase there are multiple 
articles to be read. The navigation bar on the right is kept as similar as possible to the one on the home page so that it does not confuse the visitor. When the user 

scrolls over an item, it is highlighted red so that they know they are able to access the corresponding link.



Thankyou.

I hope you enjoyed this proposal and I look forward to discussing it with you.

Megan Guise
Megan Isabella: Graphic Design & Illustration
ABN: 93 478 873 712

Mob: 0408643405
Email: meganisabella@live.com
Web: meganisabella.com
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